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Chapterr V: Analysis of Electronic Communication 

Introduction: : 

Thiss chapter subjects the electronic output of the Self-Organization of the European 
Informationn Society (SOEIS) research project to the same analyses as the print 
communicationn analysis described in the previous chapter. Again, the examination 
entailedd a threefold analysis to explore the architectural, network, and systemic 
dimensionss of the SOEIS communications. A computer assisted textual analysis was 
performedd upon the body of the SOEIS electronic communications, as recorded in the 
emaill  exchanged on the two project mailing lists (EuroCon-Knowflow, and SOIS). 
Severall  different techniques are employed to understand the characteristics of word 
usee in the mailing lists for the project time period, as described in Chapter III: 
MaterialsMaterials & Methodologies. By using precisely the same techniques for the print and 
electronicc analyses, a method of comparing print and electronic output is established 
inn order to understand the roles that different media play in processes of knowledge 
production.. In mis way it proves possible to assess the degree to which print and 
electronicc media bias different types of information organization; or, indeed, if 
perceivedd as processes, of knowledge production. 

Importantly,, like print, electronic writing leaves examinable traces and it is precisely 
thesee traces and their interrelation that are examined in order to uncover a network 
structuree in the data. Similar to the print analysis, the primary aim here was to use 
textuall  analysis techniques to determine whether the SOEIS electronic 
communicationss could also be shown to exhibit architectural, network, and systemic 
properties.. In this way the central question was addressed: can electronic knowledge 
productionn as a mediated process be shown to exhibit a particular media bias? This 
ledd to the question of whether the network architectures of print and electronic media 
couldd be compared to reveal particular biases implicit in mediated processes of 
knowledgee production. The second aim of this research was therefore to compare the 
resultss of the textual analysis of the electronic dimension with the results of the 
analysiss of the print dimension. Using this approach, the relevant similarities and 
differencess between these respective modes of communication become apparent. 

Researchh Focus 

Thee analysis of the electronic dimension first sought a structural architecture to the 
data.. Networks were then located through analyzing keyword fluctuations, thereby 
illustratingg electronic communication as process of mediation distinct from print. 
Finally,, the electronic dataset was examined for self-organized criticality and the 
resultss compared with the results of the system oriented analysis performed in the 
previouss chapter. Media is emphasized here as something used - as described in 
ChapterChapter II:  Theoretical Grounding with the aid of Structural, Postructural and 
Structurationall  theories of network and meaning. 

Thee central hermeneutic unit remains the same in this analysis: the keyword in 
contextt serves as a focal point for questions concerning both individual and collective 
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behaviour.. Again, keywords and associates were treated as events that compile and 
complexifyy via networked communication and that may prove to behave systemically. 
Importantly,, language used in email communications is expected to be fundamentally 
differentt from that used in print communication. This may be explained in part by the 
formall  nature of print communications and publications as distinct from the ways that 
languagee use operates in email communications, as discussed in Chapter III: 
MaterialsMaterials & Methodologies. Notably, the SOEIS email communication is 
fundamentallyy different in its consistency than the print communication simply 
becausee it is collectively generated as individual messages, whereas the print 
communicationss were mainly co-authored communications. 

Thee electronic output of the SOEIS members was examined for its basic architectural 
featuress including the document size, word frequency and unique-word frequency 
(andd their ratio), for network features such as rate of word-use change, and for 
systemicc features such as phases of 'pathway dependence' or critical revisions / 
transitionss in the dataset, and then differences in overall word distribution. The 
differencess in the consistency across each of the four respective electronic documents 
aree relevant here in how they compare with the consistency across the print 
documents. . 

Researchh Questions & Expectations 

Givenn that similar information was exchanged over these two different information 
channelss it was expected that differences between the respective databases could 
provee instrumental in finding particular media bias. Further, given the centrality of the 
printt medium to the functioning of the SOEIS research project, the analysis aimed to 
determinee if print provided a decidedly different mode of communication than 
electronicc media and if this difference had any notable impact on SOEIS 
communications.. As with Chapter IV: Analysis of Print Communications the basic 
expectationn here was that an analysis of the architectural, network, and systemic 
featuress of electronic mediation will help to reveal biases particular to this medium. 

Thee theoretical triad of Architecture - Network - System framed this analysis, 
providedd a basis for comparison, and assisted in the formulation of a number of 
distinctt expectations. Three research questions were thereby identified, corresponding 
withh the theoretical lens. The research questions are described below with the central 
expectationss of each analysis. 

First,, does SOEIS electronic communication have distinctly different architecture than 
thethe SOEIS print communication, and can particular qualities be identified with a 
decidedlydecidedly electronic mode of communication? As with the examination of SOEIS 
printt communication in the previous chapter, registered changes in the mean ratio 
percentagee of unique words in the electronic communications were used to identify 
cognitivee orientation, and to isolate processes of information codification. In this way, 
aa network architecture unique to the SOEIS electronic communications should be 
revealed.. Given that the architecture analysis of the print communications in the 
previouss chapter revealed evidence of information codification, the primary 
expectationn here was that a comparison of the basic architectures of the print and 
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electronicc databases would reveal qualities particular to each mode of communication. 
Thee electronic communications should appear more Mode II oriented than the print 
whichh exhibited Mode I characteristics. That is to say, the electronic communications 
shouldd appear less codified by the parameters of the EU research project than the print 
communications.. This difference should be observable through a comparison of the 
resultss of the print and electronic analyses. Importantly, these differences are expected 
too highlight ways in which print and electronic media codify information in distinctly 
differentt ways. 

Thiss question is informed by the Medium Theory notion of the information network, 
andd aims to characterize electronic writing as contributing to a similar academic 
(information)) network, but one that is expectedly different. With respect to research 
questionn one, the general expectation is that the electronic architecture will prove to 
bee distinctly different from the print, and can be understood in this context as isolating 
thee crux point between Mode I and Mode II types of knowledge production. 

Thee second research question: are network properties of SOEIS electronic 
communicationcommunication discernable by comparing the fluctuation of keyword use over the four 
timetime periods in the analysis, and does this distribution differ significantly from the 
resultsresults of the print analysis? As with the print analysis, insight into the cognitive 
orientationn of the electronic communication is gained through examining keyword 
distributionn in a number of different ways. Specifically: by looking to the top 50 
keywords,, by comparing the wordlists of each time period with the collective 
documentt set, and by comparing every time period with each other. The question is 
informedd by Actor Network Theory and outlines the network features of electronic 
communicationn as individual communications that compile through collective 
interaction. . 

AA key focus here is how individuals electronically contribute to produce texts and 
therebyy form an information network. The primary expectation related to research 
questionn two is that the top electronic keywords will contain similar words to the 
print,, but that a different emphasis will be located; specifically, it is expected that the 
electronicc keywords will be more process oriented, rather than result oriented, given 
thee use of the email communications to share and comment upon developments 
duringg the course of the research. It is therefore also expected that the electronic 
keywordss will exhibit more of a speech bias than the print keywords, given the 
informall  nature of email communications. The pattern of keyword distribution should 
provee to share certain qualities with the print dataset, and the notable differences will 
bee interpreted in terms of electronic media bias. 

Again,, fluctuating changes in the position of the keywords are integral to 
understandingg knowledge production as a process. The network dimensions isolated 
throughh ANT approaches and the theories of meaning from Structuralism, 
Poststructuralismm and Structuration Theory provide a useful theoretical stance from 
whichh to understand the dynamics of meaningful exchange, and by extension, modes 
off  knowledge production. Importantly, differences in the types of keywords used in 
thee electronic database, by contrast to the print, should prove significant in the context 
off  understanding the distinctions between formal and informal communications, by 
observingg the variations in keyword emphases. 
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Fluctuationss across the time series may be interpreted as evidence of changing 
cognitivee biases as exhibited by their respective differences. In this way we can 
appreciatee the means through which individual communications aggregate and reflect 
collectivee orientation. This reinforces the Actor Network Theory contention that 
textuall  analyses can indeed be conceptualized using network approaches, and 
positionss the analysis toward the systemic aspects of the aggregate data sets. 

Third,, can we identify path dependencies in the SOEIS electronic dataset indicating 
necessarynecessary transitions in the information exchanged, and does this differ significantly 
fromfrom the results for the print analysis? This final analysis is contextualized using Self-
Organizationn Theory. Again, the systems oriented analysis compares the linear and 
non-linearr associations between the time periods of the SOEIS Communications; in 
thiss case, from the electronic dataset. By comparing the expected information content 
off  each time period as compared to the previous state of the communication, the 
analysiss aims to determine if the communicated information followed particular 
pathwayss over others thereby indicating processes of critical transition. However, 
withh respect to this last research question the expectation is that since no critical 
transitionss were located in the print database it is unlikely that the electronic will 
exhibitt any either. In the print analysis in the previous chapter it was discovered that 
theree was no apparent self-organized criticality in the print dataset; when compared 
withh the results of the system oriented analysis of the electronic dataset additional 
perspectivess may be attained. The specificity and transmission of the words in the 
electronicc dataset is examined to expand our understanding of the differences between 
thee print and electronic data sets. 

Inn Chapter VIII:  Integration & Conclusions, the results of this comparison between 
printt and electronic modes of knowledge production will be described with the results 
off  the analysis of SOEIS journal publication and the analyses of the EuroCon-
Knowfloww and Self Organization of the Information Society (SOIS) mailing list 
threadd behaviour (covered in Chapters VI and VII, respectively). In what follows, the 
resultss of the electronic and print textual analyses are compared in tandem. 

Results s 

Architecture Architecture 
Thee analysis of the electronic data set entailed an initial filtering of the email data to 
eliminatee redundancy.' A total of 1261 emails were compiled into four 6 month 
chunkss denoting the same four time periods as the previous print analysis the texts 
weree run through the WordSmith program to obtain a range of descriptive statistics 
includingg the number of emails, relative size, word count, unique-word count, the 
percentagee of unique words and their mean ratio percent. The texts were then filtered 

11 The texts were filtered using three logics. First, the redundant lines of the respective emails were 
eliminatedd (next, previous, and re: subject lines), as were all signature files. Second, all messages 
whichh were a response to another message had the previous message removed. Finally the texts were 
filteredfiltered using an adapted stop-list (see Appendix B.J). 
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usingg the same adapted stop-list.2 Table 5.1: Electronic Architecture shows the basic 
statisticall  information. 

Name e 

El.txt t 
E2.txt t 
E3.txt t 
E4.txt t 
E-AU.txt t 

«Emails s 

350 0 
357 7 
293 3 
261 1 
1261 1 

Size e 

8077 KB 
9800 KB 
6600 KB 
991KB B 
34388 KB 

Word d 
Occurrences s 
120113 3 
140125 5 
97552 2 
142228 8 
500183 3 

Unique e 
Words s 
3604 4 
4498 8 
3247 7 
4859 9 
9679 9 

%% Unique 
Words s 
2.88 8 
3.21 1 
3.33 3 
3.42 2 
1.94 4 

Mean n 
Ratioo % 
54.29 9 
58.61 1 
57.09 9 
60.14 4 
57.67 7 

Tablee 5.1: Electronic Architecture 

Inn the electronic database it is observed that email activity decreases over time, 
suggestingg an externalization of the larger SOEIS group.3 By contrast, document size, 
wordd occurrence, and unique word occurrence all increase over time with the notable 
dipp in the third time period. This dip may be due to the combination between the two 
listss (EuroCon-Knowflow and SOIS), as the third phase of the electronic 
communicationss would have been a transition period for the participants of the SOEIS 
researchh project. The mean ratio percentage of unique words shares this dip in 
distribution,, whereas the percentage of unique words decidedly increases over time. 
Ass with the print analysis, the percentage of unique words is interpreted here as an 
indicatorr of the style of variation between unique words and total word occurrence, as 
distinctt from the mean ratio percentage of unique words which is recomputed every 
1,0000 words. 

Thee meaningful difference between the print and electronic architectures is 
discernablee through a comparison of the mean ratio percentage of unique words over 
thee four time periods. Where the mean ratio percent remained relatively constant over 
thee four print datasets, there was a marked increase in mean ratio percentage over the 
fourr electronic datasets. This difference may suggest an accretive influx of new words 
andd therefore new types of research interests. By implication this would mean that the 
printt document set exhibits a more codified communication than die electronic; new 
ideass appear to be communicated electronically, not in the print communications. 

Thee results from the print analysis revealed evidence of codification as both a process, 
perhapss as the result of a single author or group of authors acting as editors prior to 
thee project submission, and an a priori  codification. The increasing mean ratio percent 
inn the electronic dataset suggests precisely the opposite - there appears to be evidence 
off  resistance to codification and an embracing of new research questions, thereby 
confirmingg the expectation that an analysis of die architectural features of the 
electronicc dataset would exhibit a different codification style than the print. 

22 The four 6 month chunks delineated in the print analysis to correspond with the four major 
developmentss of the print communications dataset: Application, Milestones, Reports and Final 
Results.. The electronic communications were divided into the same four six month chunks to provide a 
basiss for comparison. 
33 The decrease in email activity is interpreted as an externalization of the SOEIS group; the main thrust 
off  project communications occurred in the print dataset. The introduction of the SOIS mailing list was 
aa strategic move meant to expand the communications of the EuroCon-Knowflow mailing list to 
includee non-European elements of the information society, but in effect reduced the flow of electronic 
communication. . 
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Network Network 
Thee network analysis of the electronic dataset involved an examination of the 
relationshipss between keywords over the four time periods represented by the four 
wordlistss (El, E2, E3, and E4). Network properties are exhibited by identifying 
fluctuationss in keyword and collocate distribution over the four time periods. Shifts in 
keywordd emphases over the course of the project are expected to provide evidence of 
changess in the collective cognitive organization of the project. 

Ass shown in Chapter IV: Analysis of Print Communication, the keyword network 
analysiss performed on the four wordlists involved a range of distinct approaches. The 
firstt isolated the top 50 occurring keywords for each time period; the second 
identifiedd positive and negative keywords by comparing the four respective texts with 
thee electronic dataset; the third compares each text with each other (not the full 
electronicc data set), and finally, keyword collocates are located for a selection of 
representativee keywords.4 In this way major developments in the concepts being 
exchangedd are outlined. 

Tenn keywords from the top 50 most commonly occurring words in each time period in 
thee electronic data set were selected on the basis of their relevance to the SOEIS 
researchh project. They are displayed below in Table 5.2: Top Electronic Keywords. 

Word d 
Information n 
Research h 
Conference e 
Knowledge e 
Project t 
Organization n 
Meeting g 
Task k 
Policy y 
Networks s 

El l 
381 1 
451 1 
172 2 
346 6 
406 6 
314 4 
274 4 
387 7 
202 2 
316 6 

E2 2 
478 8 
328 8 
356 6 
137 7 
141 1 
190 0 
184 4 
90 0 
54 4 
80 0 

E3 3 
278 8 
304 4 
214 4 
122 2 
157 7 
150 0 
160 0 
93 3 
135 5 
50 0 

E4 4 
423 3 
360 0 
427 7 
231 1 
114 4 
154 4 
41 1 
47 7 
131 1 
44 4 

Total l 
1560 0 
1443 3 
1169 9 
836 6 
818 8 
808 8 
659 9 
617 7 
522 2 
490 0 

Tablee 5.2: Top Electronic Keywords 

Thee keywords and their distribution demonstrate the general research environment or 
contextt of the SOEIS group as similar to that generated through the print 
communication.. Here we find a considerable overlap between those words found in 
thee print and electronic databases; half of the top ten words shown here also occurred 
withh high frequency in the print dataset: Information, Networks, Organization, 
Project,Project, and Task. Interestingly, they generally appear to occur with similar 
frequenciess across the time periods irrespective of the medium in which they were 
generatedd (print or electronic), with the exception of Networks and Organization 
whichh occur less frequently in the last period of the electronic dataset than in the print. 
Further,, the keywords Information, Networks, Organization, Project and Task each 
occurredd with high frequencies in the last time period of the print data set, whereas in 
thee electronic dataset they occur with significantly lower frequencies, with the notable 
exceptionn of the keyword Information. 

44 Only those words that occurred within five words to the left or right of the query word were included 
inn the correlate analysis; too narrow a window limits results and too wide a window dilutes results. 
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Fivee keywords are unique to the top 50 of the electronic dataset: Research, 
Conference,Conference, Knowledge, Meeting and Policy. This selection of words reveals a 
slightlyy different emphasis of the research project in its use of the email lists. With the 
exceptionn of Knowledge, it is arguable that all of these words imply some sort of 
activityy that arguably supplements the research project itself. Also notable is that 
Meeting,Meeting, Task, and Networks occur relatively infrequently in the last time period of 
thee electronic dataset. Indeed, it is logical that the words Meeting and Task would 
havee been used less in this medium when the project reached completion. This 
confirmss the expectation that the keyword distributions in each medium are related to 
itss designated function. 

Becausee the most commonly occurring words generate noise and cloud the evidence 
off  critical keywords, a second analysis was performed whereby critical keywords 
weree isolated by comparing texts. Two distinct keyword analyses were performed on 
thee electronic dataset whereby the respective wordlists (El, E2, E3, and E4) were 
comparedd with the full document set (E-All), and then compared with each other (El 
withh E2, E2 with E3, E3 with E4). In this way keywords for each time period were 
determinedd on the basis of how frequently the keywords were used over the whole 
projectt by comparison with the full document set, and then again by highlighting the 
transitionn between the time periods. 

Again,, the shared keywords revealed by comparing wordlists using the WordSmith 
programm are assigned either positively (+) and negatively (-) thereby representing 
thosee words which occur more or less often than expected, given the texts that are 
compared.. The equal (=) signs simply represent that the words were not designated as 
key,, not that they did not occur. The comparison of the individual wordlists with the 
fulll  document set isolated four lists of keywords, one for each time period. Fifteen 
salientt examples are shown here; these were selected on the basis of their relevance to 
thee research project, and by extension, the perceived supplementary role of the 
electronicc medium. Table 5.3: Electronic x All;  for the results of this analysis. 

Word d 
Amsterdam m 
Agreement t 
Analysis s 
Bielefeld d 
Data a 
Evolutionary y 
Industrial l 
Knowledge e 
Meaning g 
Network k 

Networks s 
Project t 
System m 
Task k 
Theoretical l 

Ell x Eall 
+153 3 

= = 
+155 5 

= = 
+222 2 

= = 
+86 6 

+346 6 

= = 
+211 1 

+316 6 

+406 6 

= = 
+387 7 

+144 4 

E2xEall l 

= = 
- 5 5 
= = 

+26 6 

= = 
+200 0 

-14 4 
-137 7 

= = 
= = 
= = 

-141 1 

= = 
-90 0 

= = 

E33 x Eall 

= = 
+69 9 
+39 9 

-A3 -A3 

-14 4 

= = 
= = 

+158 8 

= = 
= = 
= = 

+621 1 

= = 
= = 

E44 x EalJ 
-23 3 

= = 
= = 

- 5 5 

-58 8 

= = 
= = 
= = 

-27 7 

-54 4 
-M -M 

-114 4 

-274 4 

-41 -41 

-34 4 

Tablee S3: Electronic x All 
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Thee first notable thing about this distribution is the fact that the majority of keywords 
occurr with a high frequency in the first time period {Amsterdam, Analysis, Data, 
Knowledge,Knowledge, Networks Task and Theoretical), and all keywords tapered in their 
generall  usage over time; indeed, words designated as key in thee final time period were 
alll  negatively de-noted, suggesting a decreasing importance of these terms in the 
electronicc medium towards the end of the project. The keywords Evolutionary, 
Meaning,Meaning, and System each occurred with a high frequency in the middle time periods 
off  the dataset, and then decreased significantly in emphasis. 

TableTable 5.4: Electronic x Each shows the results of comparing the word lists from each 
timee period with each other, not the full document set. The aim of this technique was 
too extract not only those words which are designated as keywords, but to isolate those 
thatt are specifically shared between texts, thereby representing periods of transition. 

Word d 
Data a 
Evolutionary Evolutionary 
History y 
Identity y 
Innovation n 
Integration n 
Leydesdorff f 
Meaning g 
Meeting g 
Project t 
Task k 
Understanding g 

E l x E 2 2 
+222 2 
-80 0 
-17 7 
++ 103 
++ 138 
+57 7 
+249 9 

--
+274 4 
+406 6 
+387 7 

= = 

E2xE3 3 
-139 9 
+200 0 
++ 106 
-35 5 
-39 9 
-17 7 
= = 

-71 1 
= = 
= = 
= = 

-73 3 

E3xE4 4 
= = 

-14 4 
-13 3 
+89 9 
= = 

+53 3 
+98 8 
+158 8 
+160 0 
+157 7 
+93 3 
+139 9 

Tablee 5.4: Electronic x Each 

Byy comparing the texts with each other instead of the full document set, one gains a 
betterr sense of the transmission of information (measured as keyword distribution) 
overr the time periods. It is interesting, for example, that words one would relate 
directlyy with the functioning of the SOEIS research project (Data, Meeting, Project, 
andd Task) all decreased in emphasis over the transition phases. Perhaps more 
significantt is that those words which arguably represent processual aspects of the 
SOEISS appeared to increase in importance over the dataset (Meaning and 
Understanding).Understanding). It is also notable that Identity, and Integration decreased in the 
secondd transition phase and then rose again in the final phase, whereas the keywords 
Evolutionary,Evolutionary, and History had a high frequency and were positively de-noted in the 
secondd phase and then decreased significantly in the final. However, in the context of 
thee SOEIS research project these latter words are not as central to the project. 

Whenn compared with the results of the print analysis, it is interesting that those words 
fromm the electronic dataset associated with the functioning of the research project 
(Data,(Data, Meeting, Project, and Task) all decreased in emphasis over the dataset, 
whereass function words in the print dataset (Empirical, Methods, Partners and Task) 
weree designated negatively in the middle phase and increased in frequency in the final 
phase.. This result confirms our expectations. The differences in identified keywords 
reinforcee what was learned by analyzing the print dataset - that medium and 
designatedd function are uniquely related. 
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Finally,, a collocate analysis was performed on the electronic dataset set using a 
handfull  of keywords repeatedly isolated in the network analyses outlined above 
(Evolutionary,(Evolutionary, Meaning, Project, and Task). Evolutionary and Meaning were selected 
becausee they emphasize the conceptual aspects of the SOEIS, whereas Project, and 
TaskTask have been specifically selected for their direct relevance to the operation of the 
SOEISS project. In order to determine the occurrence of keyword collocates the 
electronicc dataset was examined for neighbourhood collocates and their tightly 
associatedd keywords. As with the last chapter, the network analysis entailed the 
examinationn of the original texts (El, E2, E3, and E4) for frequently occurring 
neighbourhoodd collocates of the selected keywords. 

Forr the collocate analysis the occurrence of each query word was first plotted across 
thee electronic document set.5 The results of the electronic collocate distribution 
analysiss are presented below in Table 5.5: Distribution of Electronic Keywords for the 
CollocateCollocate Analysis. 

File e 
El.txt t 
E2.txt t 
E3.txt t 
E4.txt t 

Words s 
117,595 5 
137,822 2 
96,062 2 

140,, 894 

Evolutionary Evolutionary 
80 0 

200 0 
14 4 
82 2 

/1000 0 
0.68 8 
1.45 5 
0.15 5 
0.58 8 

Meaning Meaning 
30 0 
71 1 
158 8 
27 7 

/1000 0 
0.26 6 
0.52 2 
1.64 4 
0.19 9 

Project Project 
409 9 
141 1 
157 7 
114 4 

/1000 0 
3.48 8 
1.02 2 
1.63 3 
.81 1 

Task Task 
387 7 
90 0 
93 3 
47 7 

/1000 0 
3.29 9 
0.65 5 
0.97 7 
0.33 3 

Tablee 5.5: Distribution of Electronic Keywords Keywords for the Collocate Analysis 

Thee distributions of the keywords selected from the Electronic dataset differed 
significantlyy from the distributions outlined in the collocate analysis of the print 
dataset.. Most notable is that the frequency and standardized frequency (per 1000 
words)) of the keywords Evolutionary, Meaning, Project, and Task remain aligned, 
unlikee the distributions found in the print dataset where the keywords selected for the 
collocatee analysis were shown to have to have differing values depending on the 
frameframe of analysis. For example, Evolutionary occurs quite frequently in the second 
documentt set, and this is the same when measured for its occurrence every 1000 
words.. This level of correlation was not observed in the print dataset. This difference 
betweenn the print and electronic datasets may be due to the cut and paste environment 
identifiedd with EU research projects in the last chapter. The print communications 
datasett was found to accumulate over the time periods (as an archived dataset that was 
continuallyy updated and resubmitted); by contrast, the keyword distribution in the 
emaill  communications appears to be more stable over the time periods. 

AA further result was found here comparing the distribution of the keywords Project 
andd Task in both the print and electronic datasets. In the case of the keyword Project, 
itss frequency is high in the first time period and decreases over the course of the 
SOEISS project - this is the case for both print and electronic datasets. By contrast, the 
electronicc keyword Task appeared frequently in the first dataset and decreased over 
time,, whereas in the print dataset Task increased in relative use. As with the previous 
analysis,, the distributions of the electronic keywords gave an immediate sense of the 
cognitivee priorities of each time period. These words were further contextualized by 
isolatingg their central neighbourhood collocates. 

55 Visual displays revealing the collocate word distributions across the individual documents for each 
timee period were generated and can be viewed in Appendix B.l B.l through B. 10 
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Thee difference between associate and neighbourhood collocates is important. 
Associatee collocate keywords are those words which one would logically group 
togetherr based on association to a common theme; no computer assisted textual 
analysiss program is able to organize collocates in this manner. By contrast, finding 
neighbourhoodd collocates (words which occur near other words) is very easily 
accomplishedd using textual analysis computing tools. Interestingly, the collocate 
analysess performed in this study have been able to hone in on associative words by 
performingg not only a singular neighbourhood collocate analysis but by grouping 
keywordss with individual collocates. In this way we gained a better perspective on the 
cognitivee biases revealed by the words and their collocates, rather than just 
identifyingg individual neighbourhood collocates. 

Thee key collocates of each query word were then isolated and a number of secondary 
collocatee associations were selected for comparison; following the logic of the 
previouss analyses, the additional words selected for the secondary collocate analysis 
weree selected on the basis of their relevance to the SOEIS project. The secondary 
collocatess were run through the electronic dataset with the original query word to 
determinee its tightest word associations. The selected collocates for each keyword, 
andd it successive co-collocates are shown below in Figure 5.1: 'Evolutionary' 
CollocateCollocate Analysis, Figure 5.2: 'Meaning' Collocate Analysis; Figure 5.3: 'Project' 
CollocateCollocate Analysis, and Figure 5.4: 'Task' Collocate Analysis. 

EVOLUTIONARY Y 
COMPUTATION N 
GENETIC C 
THEORY Y 
ECONOMICS S 
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS 
BIOLOOY Y 
PROGRAMMING G 
EVOLUTION N 
ALGORITHMS S 
UNIVERSITY Y 
MODEL L 
NEURAL NEURAL 

414 4 
89 9 
35 35 
30 0 
23 3 
27 7 
23 3 
25 5 
24 4 
21 1 
21 1 
20 0 
19 9 

EVOLUTIONARY Y 
SYSTEMS S 
CO O 
EVOLUTION N 
FUZZY Y 
NEURAL NEURAL 

28 8 
27 7 
6 6 
6 6 
5 5 
5 5 

EVOLUTIONARY Y 
NEURAL L 
PROGRAMMING G 
NETWORKS S 
EVOLUTION N 
CO O 
GENETIC C 
ARTIFICIAL L 
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS 

26 6 
19 9 
12 2 
11 1 
9 9 
6 6 
6 6 
5 5 
5 5 

Figuree 5.1: 'Evolutionary' Collocate Analysis 

Thee query performed on the keyword Evolutionary produced a list of interesting 
collocatess from which two additional query terms were selected: Systems and Neural. 
Whenn sought in tandem, the words Evolutionary and Systems were shown to have Co-
,, Evolution, Fuzzy and Neural as their collocates. These words appear to be associate 
collocates,, as they are so close in theme to the keyword. Similarly, when Evolutionary 
andd Neural were queried together, the resulting collocates included: Programming, 
Networks,Networks, Evolution, Co-, Genetic, Artificial, and Systems. Again the associations 
isolatedd in this analysis provide us with the necessary arguments to claim that 
cognitivee networks of the SOEIS electronic communication have been identified and 
thatt these networks resemble associate collocates - that is, words clustered together 
byy association. Arguably, one might expect that the keyword Firms would arise in the 
contextt of the keyword Evolutionary, but this is not the case for the electronic dataset. 
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Iff  Evolutionary were used as a query keyword for a collocate analysis of the print 
dataset,, then it is likely that the word Firms would arise in its neighbourhood given 
thee centrality of both words to the second time period of the print dataset; the 
relationshipp between these words was observed in the keyword network analysis of 
thee SOEIS print communications. 

MEANING G 
DfFOPMAHON DfFOPMAHON 
SYSTEM M 
UNCERTAINTY Y 
LOET T 
SYSTEMS S 
PROVIDED D 
WOSDS WOSDS 
PROVIDING G 
SELF F 
ABOUT T 
HENK K 

332 2 
44 4 
42 2 
28 8 
26 26 
2t t 
19 9 
16 6 
14 4 
14 4 
13 3 
12 2 

MEANING G 
INFORMATION N 

43 3 
40 0 

MEANING G 
WORDS S 
HENK K 
LOET T 
PETER R 
GOORHUIS S 
LEYDESDORFF F 

16 6 
16 6 
10 0 
8 8 
7 7 
6 6 
5 5 

Figuree 5 J: 'Meaning' Collocate Analysis 

Whenn Meaning was used as the query word several unusual collocates were 
identified.. In particular, for the first time we observe the appearance of personal 
names,, a dynamic that is intensified when both meaning and words are queried 
together.. The latter resulted in a collocate list comprised only of first and last personal 
names.. More surprisingly, when the words Meaning and Information were queried 
togetherr no collocates were found. Rather unlike the keyword Evolutionary which had 
manyy interesting associate collocates, Meaning has no associate collocates when 
combinedd with Information, and when combined with Words, only personal names as 
neighbourhoodd collocates were identified. The word Meaning either has littl e 
functionall  role here in the SOEIS or its co-occurrence with personal names is due to 
thee use of the term Meaning near the end of individual email communications.6 

PROJECT T 
MEETING MEETING 
SOEIS S 
RESEARCH H 
MEMBERS S 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
TASK K 
MEETINGS MEETINGS 
SELF F 
WORK K 
ORGANIZATION N 
INFORMATION N 
EUROPEAN N 

839 9 
77 7 
66 66 
63 63 
41 1 
40 0 
39 9 
34 4 
30 0 
28 8 
22 2 
21 1 
20 0 

PROJECT T 
MEETING G 
MEETINGS S 
SOEIS S 
ROME E 
PURPOSE E 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
LOET T 
SWITZERLAND D 
BIELEFELD D 
DATE E 

104 4 
49 9 
22 2 
14 4 
13 3 
10 0 
9 9 
7 7 
7 7 
6 6 
6 6 

PROJECT T 
MANAGEMENT T 
MEETING MEETING 

43 3 
40 0 
31 1 

Figuree 53: 'Project'Collocate Analysis 

Withh the keyword Project as the query word many SOEIS project related collocates 
arose.. Of these both Meeting and Meetings were selected for further analysis, as was 

66 Email communications often end with a personal name. Note that all email signatures were removed 
inn the email filtering process; personal names that were part of the message were not removed. 
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thee term Management. Project with Meeting and Meetings yielded several locations 
wheree project meetings were held (though not all), the word Date as well as the term 
ManagementManagement and one personal name. When Project and Management were queried 
togetherr for shared collocates, only the word Meeting arose. This collection of words 
suggestss the planning of meetings and co-ordination of events. By contrast, the results 
off  the print collocate analysis yielded words such as Research and Dissemination 
whichh rather suggested the 'doing' of research. 

TASK K 
PROJECT PROJECT 
SELF F 
LOET T 
TASKS S 
MEETING MEETING 
AMSTERDAM M 
DAVID D 
THEORETICAL L 
WP P 
BIELEFELD D 
INPUT T 
ORGANIZATION N 

761 1 
37 7 
26 26 
25 5 
23 3 
22 2 
21 1 
19 9 
19 9 
19 9 
18 8 
18 8 
18 8 

TASK K 
PROJECT T 
MEMBER R 
RESPONSIBLE E 

46 46 
37 7 
6 6 
6 6 

TASK K 
MEETING G 
BIELEFELD D 

22 2 
22 2 
5 5 

Figuree 5.4: 'Task' Collocate Analysis 

Thee final word queried for collocates was Task. From the results, Project, Task and 
TheoreticalTheoretical were selected for the combined searches. When Task and Project were 
queriedd together the words Member and Responsible arose; with Meeting and Task the 
resultt was the word Bielefeld. Finally, the query of Task and Theoretical yielded 
absolutelyy no collocates. By comparison, the print collocate analysis of the word Task 
yieldedd words like Implications and Deliverables. The electronic communications do 
nott appear to discuss the act of fulfillin g the SOEIS tasks, but rather focus on the 
meetings,, members and the project itself. 

Unlikee the print analysis where it was discovered that most words occur in the final 
documentt set, thereby indicating an 'aggregating text', the electronic text appears 
moree evenly distributed. This is reinforced by the distribution between keywords as 
highlightedd above. Thus, while the print document sets appeared to serve an archival 
function,, the electronic appear to serve a supplementary function whereby issues are 
discussedd that are not seen as central to the performance of project tasks, but to the 
evolutionn of the cognitive realm of those communicating. The architecture of the 
electronicc communications has been enriched with the network analysis, suggesting 
differentt functional roles of print and electronic communications in the context of the 
SOEIS.. The electronic distribution reveals that the types of keywords repeating across 
thee time series prove to be more informally oriented, to contend with managerial 
issuess of the research project, and to appeal to a larger audience than the print 
distribution.7 7 

77 It is notable that certain words simply do not occur in the print dataset whereas they are prominent in 
thee electronic; the word 'dear', for example, was found among the top 50 electronic keywords. 
Informall  words were used more frequently in the electronic medium - email communication does 
differr from print in this respect, as argued by Collot & Belmore (1996). 
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System System 
Thee third stage of analysis involved the assessment and comparison of the document 
setss to determine the nature of transformation in the SOEIS electronic 
communicationss system. Critical transitions or path dependencies were not located in 
thee print database, but are measured for here in the electronic to discover if they differ 
significantly,, and if so then to describe why. In addition, the electronic dataset is 
examinedd for the specificity and transmission of word use, and there results are 
comparedd with the results of the print system analysis. 

Thee system transformation analysis involved the identification of critical transitions 
overr the four electronic documents. The words in each respective time period were 
compared;; first the linear transition periods between El and E2, E2 and E3, and E3 
andd E4 were examined for continuity, and then compared with non-linear 
relationshipss between El and E3, El and E4, and E2 and E4. The comparison will 
showw whether the linear pathway along which the electronic writing evolved was 
criticall  for the information's development. As argued in Chapter IV: Analysis of Print 
CommunicationCommunication critical transitions or revisions in the dataset can be identified by 
comparingg the bits of information exchanged linearly between the respective time 
periodss with the bits of information shared non-linearly. However, since words occur 
inn some of the time periods and not others, two distinct levels of analysis were 
performed.88 The comparison was first performed upon the complete word lists of each 
respectivee time period (Electronic-All), and then upon only the words shared across 
alll  time periods (Electronic-Shared). The results of the comparison performed on the 
completee word lists for each time period are shown below in Figure 5.5: Four Time 
PeriodsPeriods Compared Linearly (7672 words) and Figure 5.6: Four Time Periods 
ComparedCompared Non-Linearly (7672 words). 

Figuree 5.5: 
FourFour Time Periods Compared 

LinearlyLinearly (7672 words) 

[bitss of Information] 

Secondd Period 

Figuree 5.6: 
FourFour Time Periods Compared 
Non-LinearlyNon-Linearly (7672 words) 

[bitss of Information] 

Secondd Period 

Firstt Period 

Ass argued in Chapter IV: Analysis of Print Communication, since the time periods do not contain the 
samee amount of words shared between the time periods the calculation is presented with a division by 
zero;; this is problematic because the word then doesn't occur as a predictor (one cannot divide by 
zero).. The solution to this problematic was found by comparing only the shared words between the four 
timee periods. 
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Betweenn the first and second periods of the Electronic-All dataset, .184 bits of 
informationn was shared and between the second and third time periods .378 bits of 
informationn was shared. When compared with the bits of information shared non-
linearlyy between period one and period three (.303) it was learned that no critical 
revisionn of the texts occurred between periods one and three via period two because 
thee total number of bits was higher than the non-linear pathway. When all time 
periodss were compared using this approach, it was learned that there were no critical 
transitionss in the full reference corpus of 7672 words. And again, similar to the Print-
Sharedd analysis in Chapter IV, when the Electronic-Shared document set (comprised 
off  word lists based solely on the basis of their inclusion in each of the four time 
periods)) was examined, no path dependencies were identified. These results are 
presentedd below in Figure 5.7: Four Time Periods Compared Linearly (1759 words) 
andd Figure 5.8: Four Time Periods ComparedNon-Linearly (1759 words): 

Figuree 5.7: 
FourFour Time Periods Compared 

LinearlyLinearly (1759 words) 
[bitss of Information] 

Figuree 5.8: 
FourFour Time Periods Compared 
Non-LinearlyNon-Linearly (1759 words) 

[bitss of Information] 

Secondd Period Secondd Period 

Firstt Period -*-* Fourth Period 

Withh this analysis we find that there is no critical revision of the information at the 
levell  of the email communication, in either the Electronic-All or Electronic-Shared 
datasets.. Thus, neither the electronic nor the print had any periods in which the overall 
distributionn of words being communicated over the two year time period of the 
SOEISS project significantly changed. However, it is notable that in the Electronic-All 
datasett the transition between the third and fourth time periods is significantly lower 
thann evident in the print dataset. This fluctuation in the electronic dataset may be 
attributablee to the newness evident in email communications, or may in fact be related 
too the notable dip in the size, word count and unique word occurrence isolated in the 
architecturee analysis. The lack of fluctuation in the print case reflected the codified 
naturee of print project communications as described in Chapter IV: Analysis of Print 
Communication,Communication, which suggested a lack of innovation in heavily codified EU 
projects. . 

Thee final analysis of the electronic database examined the four respective wordlists 
forr characteristics of word distribution. Since there was no critical transition apparent 
inn the electronic communications we turn again to the architectural parameters of the 
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datasett to identify changes in Specificity and Transmission. Again, Specificity is the 
specificityy of total word distribution across the whole dataset, as the ratio of the 
expectedd information content of the distribution relative to the maximum information 
contentt - it is the measure of the degree to which some words occur differently in the 
electronicc dataset along the time dimension. Transmission, as the flow of mutual 
informationn across the dataset, represents a reduction of this specificity, or uncertainty 
-- it eliminates the words not shared across the four time periods. Table 5.6: Print / 
ElectronicElectronic System Dynamics shows the overall word Occurrence, Unique Words, 
Specificity,, and Transmission of the print and electronic datasets.9 

File e 
Print-All l 
Electronic-All l 
Print-Shared d 
Electronic-Shared d 

Occurrence e 
283992 2 
226362 2 
173962 2 
171364 4 

Uniquee Words 
7627 7 
7672 2 
1109 9 
1759 9 

Specificity y 
0.77 7 
0.99 9 
0.81 1 
0.99 9 

Transmission n 
0.28 8 
0.37 7 
0.08 8 
0.11 1 

Tablee 5.6: Print / Electronic System Dynamics 

Thee results were compared with the results of the print analysis. With respect to 
uniquee word count there was a notable difference found between the Electronic-All 
datasett and the Electronic-Shared dataset; the difference between the unique words in 
Print-Sharedd with Electronic-Shared indicates that print set performs the same task 
(thee carrying of the SOEIS communications) with a smaller number of words than in 
thee electronic set. This implies a restriction in the number of words used in the 
project'ss print communications. The restriction in the number of words used over the 
coursee of the project is significant when compared for the Transmission of bits of 
information.. There appears to be more transmission between the time dimensions in 
thee electronic case, but the difference is mainly caused by words that occur in specific 
periodss and not in others. Thus, there appears to be a stronger process of codification 
inn the print documents than the electronic documents. This claim is supported by the 
observationn that specificity remains lower in the electronic case than the print and that 
thiss observation does not change with the shared datasets (0.99). Compared with the 
specificityspecificity of words in the Print-All dataset (23 % stability) and the Print-Shared 
wordss (19% stability), the Electronic-All and Electronic-Shared both exhibit a mere 
1%% stability - the word distribution in the electronic dataset is nearly random. The 
printt dataset is therefore much more structured and codified than the electronic. 

Summary y 

Thee theoretical triad of Architecture - Network - System as the model through which 
thee analyses were performed and interpreted has aided in the collation of the results 
obtainedd through the analyses of the SOEIS print and electronic communications. The 
mainn objective of this chapter was to examine the electronic communications using 
thee same methods as the print analysis in the previous chapter, and to compare the 
results.. Elements associated with print as a Mode I type of knowledge production and 

Thee occurrence and unique word counts shown in Table 5.6: Print / Electronic System Dynamics 
differr from the occurrence and unique word counts found in the print and electronic architecture 
analysess (above) because the texts were filtered using the adapted stop-list. 
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electronicc as Mode II were found. The three research questions posed in the beginning 
off  this chapter are addressed below. 

Itt was asked if the electronic communication of the SOEIS would prove to have a 
differentt architecture than the SOEIS print communication, and if particular qualities 
couldd be identified with a decidedly electronic mode of communication. It was found 
thatt the electronic communication does have a distinct architecture from print. It was 
learnedd that email activity decreased over time, while size, word frequency, and 
uniquee word occurrence increased over the time period under analysis. The unique 
wordd percentage and mean ratio percentage of unique words dipped only slightly in 
thee third period due to the shift of dominant member participation from the EuroCon-
Knowfloww mailing list to the SOIS mailing list during this period. The mean ratio 
percentt showed that the style of variation of the electronic database increased over the 
timee periods, thereby suggesting an influx of new terminology, ideas, and presumably 
neww research interests. Thus, the print and electronic architectures proved to be quite 
different;; while the print architecture exhibited a rather stable codified communication 
thee electronic dataset appeared to be structured differently - the increasing variation 
overr the time periods proved more expansive than constricting. It was expected and 
shownn that the comparison between the print and electronic unique word percentage 
wouldd reveal particular qualities of each mode of communication (print, electronic). 
Thiss was certainly the case, with the results of the electronic analysis suggesting a 
moree Mode II oriented communication than the Mode I oriented print 
communications.. The differences highlighted in the architecture analysis were 
interpretedd in light of the Medium Theory notion of the Information Network; the 
differencess were shown to be significant with respect to the mean ratio percentage of 
uniquee words. 

Thee question of whether network properties of SOEIS electronic communication 
couldd be found by comparing the fluctuation of keyword use over the four time 
periodss was then addressed. It was expected that this comparison would reveal clear 
differencess between print and electronic modes of communication, given their 
respectivee functional roles in the SOEIS project. Using the same method as those used 
inn the print network analysis, the top electronic keywords were found to contain 
similarr project title words. By comparing each set of texts with the document set, and 
thenn set with each other, a number of additional conclusions were reached. The 
networkss of electronic keywords were shown to supplement the activities of the 
researchh project, but those words associated with the functioning of the research 
projectt itself decreased in emphasis over the dataset while similar words in the print 
datasett were found to increase over time. 

Inn contrast to the print dataset, where it was discovered that most words occurred in 
thee final document set thereby suggesting an aggregative text, the word occurrence in 
thee electronic dataset appeared more evenly distributed. Thus, while the print served 
ann archival function where text was produced, reworked and resubmitted, the 
electronicc served a more supplementary role whereby project issues per se were not 
discussed.. The emphasis, rather, appeared to be on the use of the list as a means to 
communicatee about the substance of the studies in the research project. The 
expectationn of this analysis was confirmed; the networks of keyword distribution 
revealedd herein have proven significantly different than the networks fostered via 
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printt communication. This difference can be interpreted in light of the 
Poststructuralist,, and Structurational networks of meaning and intertextuality. 
Networkss of association in language were argued by both Derrida and Giddens to be 
contingentt upon language use in social context; this underscores the importance of 
thiss comparison of how different contexts demand different (word) production habits. 
Printt and electronic writing integrated the research group in different ways, but the 
communicationss were aimed toward a common goal. Structuration Theory is relevant 
heree because the dynamic process of word-reuse, as cited in the last chapter, reflect 
thee properties of social and system integration - importantly, this integration is 
differentt with print and electronic forms of expression. It is argued here that these two 
mediaa served to integrate the SOEIS communications in measurably different ways. 
Thee meaningful networks isolated in both print and electronic network analyses 
emphasizedd how each served to socially integrate the SOEIS system in decidedly 
differentt ways. 

Thee third and final research question addressed in this chapter asked whether path 
dependenciess or critical transitions could be identified in the SOEIS electronic 
dataset.. If so, this would indicate that the information exchanged went through 
necessaryy revisions to become the final product. It was also asked if this would prove 
too differ from the results of the print dataset. No critical transitions were found in 
eitherr the print or electronic databases. However, despite this apparent lack of 
systemicc properties, differences were found through the comparison of the 
transmissionn and specificity of word use in each respective database. With respect to 
uniquee words count, the print database appeared to perform the same task with a 
smallerr number of words than in the electronic set thereby suggesting a completion of 
thee same task with less talk. The SOEIS print provided a more codified 
communicationn than electronic. When compared for transmission, or mutual 
information,, the electronic database was shown to exhibit more transmission between 
thee time periods than the print analysis, and this difference was mainly caused by 
wordss that appeared in specific periods and not in others. Thus, the print database has 
provenn to be more codified than the electronic, and this observation was supported by 
thee observation that specificity was shown to remain lower in the electronic case (with 
onlyy a 1% stability). 

Withh respect to the key expectations of the dissertation, it has been shown that print 
andd electronic media do differ in the ways that they enable scientific communication, 
andd this comparison was made possible by the juxtaposition of different metric 
analyses.. The theoretical triad comprising Architectural - Network - Systemic 
dimensionss has proven instrumental in maintaining coherence among the various 
analysess performed in this and the previous chapter. The differences in respective 
architectures,, networks of keyword use, and systemic behaviour of the electronic 
communicationss revealed the print communications to be more codified than the 
electronic. . 

Thiss chapter concludes the analyses of the internal dynamics of the SOEIS research 
group.. We now turn to the externally oriented print and electronic communications. In 
thee following chapter, the journal publication of the SOEIS group is examined as a 
primarilyy Mode I, print oriented communicative domain. That will be followed by a 
chapterr dedicated to the comparison of the EuroCon-Knowflow mailing list with a 
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selectionn of other mailing lists in the fields of Science & Technology Studies and 
Self-Organizationn Theory, which by definition is more oriented towards Mode II. The 
ArchitectureArchitecture - Network - System triad and meaning dimension are the core elements 
usedd to correlate the results of each empirical chapter, and to compare the final results 
off  all analyses in Part HI - Reflection. 
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